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Abstract 
This paper deals with ordered patitions of a set (indexed by some integer ) considered as 
'natural' extensions of subsets, mainly from the lattice theory viewpoint (secondary, ring theory 
aspects). The present heory is in fact a (complete) set-theoretical realization of general Post 
algebras. This study - -  which we had briefly sketched in a previous paper (Serfati [5]. cf. 
Chap. G., L'alg~bre de Post des r-partitions ordonnfes d'un ensemble, 35-37) - -  is completely 
defined here and developed to a full extent. 
Resum6 
Cet article est consacr6 aux partitions ordonn~es d'un ensemble f2 (index~es par un entier 
r), considfrfes comme des extensions 'naturelles' des sous-ensembles de ~, essentiellement du 
point de vue des treillis (et, secondairement, decelui des anneaux). La thforie ici prfsentfe st 
en fait une rfalisation ensembliste compl&e des alg~bres de Post abstraites. Cette 6tude-que nous 
avions bri~vement esquissfe dans un prfcfdent article (Serfati [5]. cf. Chap. G., L'algbbre de 
Post des r-partitions ordonnfes d'un ensemble, 35-37) - -  est ici redffinie et developpfe d'une 
faqon complbte. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved 
O. Introduction and preliminaries 
We use the following notations: supremum and infimum of any two elements x and 
y of a lattice T will be denoted by x V y and x A y. If it exists, the supremum (resp. 
infimum) of any indexed family xi (i C 1) of elements of T will be denoted by 
~1 Xi (resP'i~lXi) " 
Universal elements (if they exist) will be denoted by 0 and 1: that is T is a (0, 1)- 
lattice. Recall that in any (0, 1)-distributive lattice, the set of all the complemented 
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elements is a Boolean algebra, called the center of T. The complement of any element 
a of a boolean algebra will be denoted by ~. 
~r(f2) denotes the set of all r-ordered partitions of some set (2, i.e. the sequences 
p=(pO,pl .... ,p~-l) (rE ~;r~>2) of subsets of O such that 
~.j pi = (2 and pi A PJ = {3 for i ¢ j. 
O<~i<~r--I 
Roughly speaking, it can be considered for instance, that the elements of f2 belonging 
to pk+l are 'better' than those from pk. We first define an order relation ~< such that 
(~r(f2), ~< ) is a complete distributive lattice. We then emphasize a distinction in ~r(f2) 
between two kinds of r-ordered partitions: the quasi-sets of order r on the one hand, 
and the actual partitions on the other hand. A quasi-set 'A' is an ordered partition which 
has the form: (A,{3 . . . . .  A) for some subset A of O (A is the set-theoretic complement 
of A). The set of all the quasi-sets is shown to coincide with the center of ~r(g2) and 
also to be boolean isomorphic to ~(O):  such that, for every r, ~( I2 )  contains - -  up 
to isomorphism - -  ~(O)  as its center, the quasi-sets being isomorphic images of the 
subsets of f2. Hence, r-ordered partitions appear as natural extensions of the subsets. 
We compute the supremum P V Q and the infimum P A Q for any given pair of 
r-ordered partitions, which coincide (up to isomorphism) which meet and join when 
restricted to the quasi-sets. On the other hand, ~r(t2) is shown to admit an involutive 
lattice duality and to be a Heyting algebra. We also introduce a fundamental chain with 
r elements of ~r(I2): ( r )=  (e0 . . . . .  e~-l ), so that every r-partition P admits two types 
of canonical representations (monotonic and disjunctive) with respect o (r). We then 
prove that ~( I2 )  is a Post algebra of order r, with respect o the chain (r). On the other 
hand, introducing characteristic functions, we prove that ~( (2 )  is lattice-isomorphic to 
(r) ~, such that Card (~( I2 ) )= r card(O). 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of some simple relations between r-ordered par- 
titions and the quasi-sets they may happen to include (or to be included in). We first 
prove that, given any r-ordered partition P, there exists a least quasi-set 'E '  such that 
P~< 'E '  (closure quasi-set of P), as well as a greatest 'E '  such that 'E '  ~<P (interior). 
We finally characterize the set-free intervals [P, Q] of ~r(I2) (i.e containing no quasi- 
set). In the following section we develop a ring algebraic aspect in ~r(O), distinct 
from the initial ordered one: we can actually define two intemal laws ® and ® on 
~(12),  so that (~(O) ,®,®)  is a commutative ring with a unit, of characteristic r.
Moreover, if r is a prime, (~( I2 ) ,  ~3, ®) is an r-ring. 
I would like to point here - -  in agreement with Professor Rudeanu's comments 
- -  that some results in the first two sections could have been deduced from more 
general properties valid for abstract Post algebras, Stone algebras, or Lukasiewicz- 
Moisil algebras. Nevertheless, we choose to maintain this presentation, mainly for two 
reasons: the first lies in the specificity of the set of the r-ordered partitions: they form 
a complete Post algebra of a specific kind, involving a predominant set-theoretical 
viewpoint, somewhat distinct from the usual abstract postian one which I have studied 
in a series of previous papers [5-7]. In fact, the present heory provides a 'natural' 
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extension (indexed by some integer ) of the basic concept of 'subset', from which we 
shall produce in the future some other papers involving various applications of different 
kinds. Consequently, we did our best to make this paper self-contained, as much as 
possible, that is to say we avoided any extended use of general Post algebras. This 
is the second reason. However, we sometimes indicate by footnotes ome occurrences 
where some property could have been deduced from more general Post algebras results. 
1. Subdiagonals of order k 
Definition 1. Let ~(f2) be the power set of some set f2 and k E N*. We define the 
subdiagonal of order k of ~(t2), k(f2) as 
k(f2) = {P = (P~ .. . . .  Pk) E [~(f2)]k/p/3~.+~ for 1 <~j<<.k - 1}. 
Theorem 1.1. k(O) is a (0, l)-complete distributive lattice, whose center Ak(f2) is 
boolean-isomorphic to ~( f2). 
Proof. Recall [~(f2)] k is a product of boolean algebras, hence a boolean algebra, and 
a (0, 1 )-distributive lattice. The order relation being componentwise: P<<.Q ¢~pi c Qi 
for all j. Consequently, if P=(PI,P2 . . . . .  Pk) and Q=(Q1,Q2 .... ,Qk) are any two 
elements in [~(f2)] k, then P V Q=(PI U Ql ..... Pk U Qk ). 
Let P and Q be any two elements in k(f2). Since we have 
Pj ~ p]+l (1.1) 
and Q/~ Qj+I, we get Pj u Qj ~ Pj+I u Qj+I for every j. Hence, P V Q E k(f~). Similarly 
PAQ E k((2). Being a sublattice of [P(Q)]t, k(O) is therefore a distributive lattice with 
0=(0  .. . . .  O) and I=( fL . . . , f2 ) .  [] 
Now let (Ps).,.6: be any indexed family of the elements of k(f2):Ps=(Ps)/ for 
l<~j<~k. Since [~'(£2)] k is a complete lattice, the supremum of the Ps's exists in 
[~(f2)] k and has the value 
VPs= ( U (P,)I . . . .  ,s?l(PS)k) • 
sEl sCl 
On the other hand, since (Ps)j D(~)j+1 for every j, we then obtain 
U (P~)/D ~J (Ps)j+l. 
sEl sCl 
Hence Vsc: P~ belongs to k(O) which is a complete lattice. [] 
If P=(PI . . . . .  Pk) is a complemented element in k(f2), then there exists 
Q =(Ql  . . . . .  Qk) in k(f2) such that PV Q =(f2 . . . . .  f2) and PA Q=:(0 . . . . .  0). We then 
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have P7 L.J Qj = £2 and Pj n Q7 = 0 for every j,  from which it follows that Pj = Qj for ev- 
ery j. Since Pj D PT+l, then Qj c Qj+l for every j. On the other hand, Qj D Qj+l. Hence 
Qj=Qj+l and Pj =Pj+l for every j. Consequently, the center Ak(12) is the diagonal 
of [~(g2)] k, viz., the subset of the elements of the form (A .. . . .  A) where A E [P(I2)]. 
We denote "A"= (,4 . . . . .  A) (can also be denoted as ("A")k). It is routine to check that 
the mapping ~b::~(g2) ~ Ak(12) A --~ ",4"= ~b(A) is a boolean isomorphism, so that 
,4 and ",4" can sometimes be conveniently identified. 
Theorem 1.2. For every P = (Pi)l <~i<~k E (O), let d(P) = ((d(P))l ..... (d(P))k) de- 
fined as 
(d(P))i :Pk+l-i for 1 <~i<~k, (1.2) 
(Pj denotes the set-theoretic complement of Pj). Then d is an involutive lattice duality 
of k(f2). 1 
Proof. Since Pj DPj+I for every j,  then Pj cPj+l. Hence Pk-(j-l) DP~-j so that d(P) 
belongs to k(I2). 
Moreover 
[d(P V Q)]7 =Pk+l-j U Qk+l-j = Pk+l-j n Qk+~-j, 
so that d(P V Q) = d(P) A d(Q). Similarly d(P A Q) = d(P) v d(Q). [] 
Theorem 1.3. k(I2) is a Heytin 9 algebra, that is, for every (A,B) /n k(f2), the 
inequation 
A AX <<.B (1.3) 
admits a greatest solution in k(f2), denoted by (B IA) such that 
(BIA)j= n (BiUAi) for every j. (1.4) 
1 <~i<~j 
Proof. Recall first that for any subsets C,X,D of O, the inequation C nXCD is 
equivalent to X C D U C. 
On the other hand, inequation 
A /xX <~B (1.3) 
in [:~(£2)] k is equivalent to AjnXj  CBj, hence X 7 CBjUAjj for every j. To solve (1.3) 
in k(g2) we must add Xk cXk- l  C ""  cX2 CA1. Hence Xl cBt  U A1. Furthermore, 
1 In his comments to this paper, Professor Rudeanu points out that Theorem 1.2 could have been deduced 
from Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebraic properties. In fact, the set of all decreasing functions from a chain to 
a Boolean algebra can be made into an LM algebra with 'negation'. (See Lukasiewicz-Moisil a #ebras, 
Example 3.1.10, p. 111.) 
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)(2 C B2 UA2 and )(2 cX1 C B1 UAI. Hence, X2 c[B1 U At ] N [B2 UA2]. By induction we 
easily prove that i fX  verifies (1.3) in k(f2), then 
Xi<<- n (BiuAi) for everyj .  
i <~i <~j 
On the other hand, by putting 
P/= n (Bi U Ai) for every j, 
1 <~i<~/ 
then Pj DPj+I for every j ,  so that the element (BIA)=(PI,...,Pk) belongs to k((2). 
Thus any solution of (1.3) in k(£2) cannot exceed (B ]A). On the other hand (BIA) is 
a solution of (1.3) in k(£2), since 
[AA(BIA)]/=AjN n (BiUAi)CAjN(B/UAj)CB/.  
1 <~i~j  
This is (1.4). [] 
Theorem 1.4. For every A in k(f2), the equation 
AAX=0 (1.5) 
admits a 9reatest solution A*, namely, the complemented lement A* ="AI". The 
mappin9 A --~A* is a lattice duality such that A=0e:~A* = 1. 
Proof. Clearly we have A* = (O]A). In Theorem 1.3, we then put Bj = ~ for every j. 
Then 
(OIA)/= n Ai=A1 fo revery j .  
I ~i~j  
Consequently, A* "~-I" = = . It is clear that (AVB)* (At UB I )=AI  nB1 =A* AB*. An 
analogous proof for conjunction. On the other hand A* = 1 is equivalent o A i = 0, 
hence A~ = 0 for every j. [] 
Definition 1.2. Let (Ei)l~<i~<k be the k-tuple of elements of k(f2) defined in the fol- 
lowing way: Ei =((Ei) l  . . . . .  (Ei)k), with 
(Ei)i=(2 for l~<j~<i and (Ei)j=O fori+l<~j<~k. (1.6) 
Clearly Ei E k((2) for every i. Moreover, it is easily checked that the Ei's form a chain 
E1 ~<E2~< " ' ~<Ek = 1. 
Theorem 1.5. For every P=(P1,P2 ..... Pk) in k(f2), we have 
P= V "Pi"A Ei. (1.7) 
I <~i<~k 
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Moreover, such a representation is unique in the following sense: whenever we have 
P= Vl<.<i<kX,. A Ei where the Xi's are complemented lements in k(f2) such that 
Xj>~Xj+1 for 1 <<,j<~k- 1, then Xj="Pj" for every j. 
Proof. "P," AEi = (P/ . . . . .  P/) A (f2 . . . . .  I2, 0 .. . . .  0) = (P,.,... ,P,, 0 .. . . .  0), i.e. 
and 
("P," A E,.)j = 0 
("P;'  A ei) j  = o 
Hence, 
for k>>.j>>.i + 1 
for 1 <j<i.  
V (Pi,...,P,.,0 . . . . .  0 )=(  U Pj, U Pj . . . . .  Pk) 
l<~i<~k l<~i~k 2<~i<~k 
= (PI,  P2 . . . . .  Pk). [] 
Conversely, if we have P= Vl¢i<kXi A El, with Xi ="Ai" and Xj.~>Xj+1 for 1 ~< 
j<<.k - 1, so that Aj ~Aj+I,  then 
X i A Ei =(Ai  . . . . .  Ai,~) . . . . .  0) 
so that 
[ 
V X iAE i= I U Ai, U Ai . . . . .  "4k/ =('41 . . . . .  Ak)" 
l<~i<~k ~k l<~j<~k 2<~j<~k / 
Since P=(P1,P2 ..... Pk), it follows that P,-=Ai for every i, i.e. Xj ="Pj". [] 
2. r-ordered partitions. Quasi-sets and actual partitions 
Definition 2.1. Let ~2 be a set and r c ~*, r~>2. An r-orderedpartition (r-o.p) is an 
r-tuple p=(p0  ..... pr-1) of subsets of (2 such that 
U p i=o and P inp j=O for iC j .  (2.1) 
O<~i<~r--1 
The pi's are called the disjunctive components of P. The set of all the r-ordered 
partitions of I2 will be denoted ~r(f2) and called the power set off2 of the order r. An 
r-ordered partition P is called a quasi-set if Ul <~i<~r-2 P i= 0, and an actual partition 
otherwise. Let I be an arbitrary subset of {0, 1 . . . . .  r - 1 }. From (2.1), we immediately 
get 
U p i= U pi. (2.2) 
iE1 if~I 
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p i  _ i Lemma 2.1. Let P=(  )0~<i~<r--I and Q- (Q )0~<i~<r--I be two r-ordered partitions 
of I2. The following two properties (2.3) and (2.4) are equivalent: 
j=r--1 
(V IE{0,1  . . . . .  r - I} ) ,  PiC U oa, (2.3) 
j=i  
(Vi C {0, 1 . . . . .  r -- 1}), 
j=i  
Qi C U P j" (2.4) 
j=O 
Proof. We first notice that (2.3) is always true for i=0 ,  and (2.4) for i=r -  1. Let, 
for instance (2.3) be true. From (2.2) we get 
j=i-- I  
(V iE{ l ,2  . . . . .  r - l} ) ,  p ic  U 
j=o 
hence 
Q J, 
j=i--  1 
P iN  U QJ=O.  (2.5) 
j=O 
Hence, pi fqQ/=0 for every i,j such that 1 <~i<~r- 1 and O~j<~i- 1. Then we have 
QJcP  i for O<~j4r -2  and j+  l<<,i~r- 1, such that 
r -  1 i=r -  1 i=j 
QJ c N p--7 = U Pi= U Pi, 
i=]+ 1 i=j+ 1 i=0 
therefore (2.4) is true for every j = 0, 1 . . . . .  r - 2, The case j = r - 1 is obvious. 
Remark. Either of  the two conditions (2.3) or (2.5) can be written in the equivalent 
form of the unique equation: 
r 1 [ j=i--I ] 
U Pio U QJ =0. 
i= 1 j=O 
(2.6) 
Proof. Use (2.5). 
e i _ i Theorem 2.1. Let =(P  )0-<<i<~-1 and Q- (Q )0,<i<,. i be any two r-ordered parti- 
tions of f2. Define P <<, Q by 
(Vi C {0, 1 . . . . .  r -  1}), 
j=r--  1 
p ic  U OJ. (2.3) 
j=i  
Then <~ is an order relation on ~ar(f2). 
Proof. The reflexivity of  ~< is immediate on account of  (2.3). Let us now assume 
P~QandQ<,P.  From(2.3) w i th i=r - l ,  wegetP  r - lCQ r i andQr - l cpr - l ,  so 
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that Qr-l =pr-1. Introduce induction hypothesis uch that for some s (O<<.s<~r- 1), 
we have relation (2.6a): 
Qr- I  =pr- - l ;  Qr-2=pr-2, etc., QS+l =p.~+l. (2.6a) 
From (2.3) with i=s, we get 
j - - r -  1 j=r -  1 
PsC U Q J=Q*U U Pj. 
j=s j=s+ 1 
Intersecting this with ps, we get 
j=r-- 1 
P*c[P~NQS] U U [P'nPJ] • 
j=s + I 
Hence ps C ps fq Q,, from which we get ps c QS. Similarly, we have the converse 
inclusion, and finally: P~= QS. By induction, it follows that (2.6a) is valid up to s = 0, 
i.e. PJ = QJ for every j ~> 1. Hence, p0 = Q0 and P = Q, thus proving the antisymmetry. 
To prove the transitivity, let us assume P~Q and Q<~R. By (2.3) we get 
j=r-- 1 s=r-- 1 
pi C U QJ for every i and QJ C U RS for every j, 
j=i s=j 
so that 
pi C R s C U RS for everyi. 
j=i k s=j s=i 
So that P<~R. Formulas (2.3) can be viewed as follows: if x E pi, let's say x has 
degree i in P. Then P ~< Q iff. for every x in f2, the degree of x in P is lesser (or 
equal) than the degree of x in Q. 
Theorem 2.2. To every P=(Pi)o<~i<~r_l in ~.(~2), we associate ~(P)= 
(P1,P2 ..... P~_~) C [~(O)] r - I  by 
f=r - -  l 
Pi= U PJ for i=  1,2 , . . . , r -1 .  (2.7) 
j=i 
Then ~ is a one-to-one mappin9 from ~((2) onto ( r -  1)(f2). The ( r -  1)-tuple 
(P1 ,P2 ..... P~-l ) is called the sequence of the monotonic omponents ofP. The inverse 
mappin9 ~- l  is defined by 
p0 =fiT, PJ =Pj  (~Pj+l for I <,j<~r- 2, pr-I =P,'-l. (2.8) 
Proof. It is clear that PiDP,+I so that ~(P)E( r -  1)(~2) for every P. Now let 
Q=(PI,P2 ..... Pr- l )  be an arbitrary element in ( r -  1)(~2). We first prove that there 
exists some ( r -1  )-tuple (pi ,p2 . . . . .  pr--l) of pairwise disjoint elements of O such that 
(2.7) are valid. We must have first P r- l  = pr_ 1. Furthermore, we require: P~-2 = p r-2u 
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p,.-i with pr-2 n p,--1 = O. We then compute 
Pr_2 - pr_ i = Pr_2 n Pr i=(p" -2upr - l )Np  r-I 
= (P"-2 U P" - I )  n U p/=p, .  2. 
0-%j<~r--2 
Hence, we have necessarily: pr-2 =£' -2 APt I. 
Introduce the following induction hypothesis that for some index s (0 ~<s ~< r -3 )  
we have 
P"- I=P, ._ I  and P J=P/Np/÷I  fo r r -2>~j>~s+l .  (2.8a) 
- - ( l l  j= ' - I  PJ) n (llJ=r-1 (i i/=,- 1 tl IJ=SP j~-  that Then ~ N Ps+l -- --,i=s ~,',Jj=s+l P/ )= ,-Jj=s' PJ) N ~uj=0 : -P ' ,  so 
(2.8a) is valid up to s = 0, i.e. to pi. Consequently, there exists at most one ( r -  1)- 
tuple (p1,p2 . . . . .  p , - - I )  of pairwise disjoint elements of P such that (2.7) is valid. 
Putting 
P '  I=P~_I and P J=p iNP j+I  for r -2~>j>~l  (2.8b) 
the validity of (2.7) can be directly checked. For 1 <.s<~r - 2, we have 
p .~up,+lU . . .Up , - I=  (P, n p,+l ) u (~.+~ n 8.+2) u . . .  
u(P,.-2 n~._~) u~._~ 
Pt.-1U (P,-z - P,- I )  
u{P,--3 - / ' , -2 )  u . . -  u (~ - P,.~ ) 
Pr-1 UPr 2U ' "UPs+l  UP~,=P~ ,.
It remains to prove that the pi's defined by (2.8b) are actually pairwise disjoint. 
Let t and s be two distinct indicies in 1, . . . , r  - 2: for instance t<s.  
It follows that PtDPs and Pt+lcP,+l such that P tNP~=P,  NPt+INP,.N~+I= 
Pt+l Np,.. Since t+ l~<s, hence Pt+l DP~, it follows that Pt+t NP,.=0. For the remain- 
ing case pr--I we get for every s ( l~<s~r -  2) P" I NP"=P, ._ IN(P , .N~+I)= 
P,--I nP.,+l =0.  
Therefore the PJ's defined in (2.8b) are pairwise disjoint: and there exists exactly 
one ( r -  1)-tuple (p i ,p2 . . . . .  p r -1 )  of pairwise disjoint elements of £2 such that (2.7) 
is valid. Considering p0= Ul.<i.<~-i pi  =P1,  we get the only r-ordered partition P of 
f2 such that ~(P)= Q. Then ~ defined by (2.7) is one-to-one mapping from :A.(~2) 
onto ( r -  1)(£2). 
Theorem 2.3. (~ar(f2), ~< ) is a (0, 1 )-complete distributive lattice. For P = ( P~ )o <. i4 , - i  
and Q = (Qi)o <<.i<~,.- i in ~r(~2), we have the following .formulas for P V Q and P A Q: 
[PVQ] i=  p in  QJ u QiN P: , i=0 ,1 .2  . . . . .  r - l ,  (2.10) 
/=0 j 
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[p j=r--1 .] [ i~. ~ps], i=0,  1,2 .. . . .  r -1 .  (2.11) [P A Q] i :  iN j~J=i Q; U o i  NJ= - " 
An r-ordered partition is complemented if and only if it is a quasi-set. Moreover, 
the center of ~(f2) is boolean isomorphic to ~(~2). 
Proof. We prove that the bijection ~ : (~((2), ~< )~ ((r - 1)(12), ~< ) is isotone with 
an isotone inverse. For any P in ~r(f2) we denote ~(P)= (P1,P2 . . . . .  P~-I ) as in (2.7). 
Then, using (2.3) and (2.7), we have the equivalence: 
P<<.Qc:~PiCQi for i --1,2 . . . . .  r -  1. (2.12) 
For any pair P and Q in ~(12), let us first suppose ~(P)<~(Q). Then P~ C Qi 
for i=  1,2 . . . . .  r -  1. Since Picpi (on account of (2.7)), it follows that PicQi for 
i=  1,2 .. . . .  r -  1, hence P<~Q. 
Conversely, if we suppose P<~Q then pi C Qi for i = 1,2 .. . . .  r -  1, by (2.12). Hence, 
piupi+l U'" "UP r-I =Pic QiuQi+l o...UOr-I-~Oi so that ~(P)<~(Q). [] 
It follows immediately (cf. Birkhoff [1], page 24) that the mapping @, being an iso- 
tone bijection with an isotone inverse, is a lattice isomorphism. Such an isomorphism 
preserves distributivity and universal elements, so that (~rg2), ~< ) is a distributive lat- 
tice with ~-l(~b .. . . .  ~b)=(O,0 . . . . .  0) and ~- l ( f2  . . . . .  I2)=(0,0 . . . . .  g2) as universal 
elements. Formula (2.10) can be viewed as follows: an element x of f2 has degree i
in P V Q iff. either x has degree equal to i in P and degree at most equal to i in Q, 
either it has degree equal to i in Q and degree at most equal to i in P. [] 
Let (P~)set be any indexed family of elements of ~r((2) such that ~=(Ps)  j for 
O<<.j<~r- 1. Since ( r -  1) (~2) is a complete lattice (Theorem 1.1), the supremum of 
the ~(P~)'s exists in ( r -  1) ((2). Let a= Vscl ~(P~) E (r -  1)((2). There exists exactly 
one T in ~(g2) such that a=~(T) .  Thus ~(T)~>~(Ps) so that T~>P~. for every s. 
Now let take U in ~(f2) such that U~>P~ for every s. It follows that ~(U)~>~(Ps), 
hence, by definition of a: ~(U)>>.a=~(T) so that U>>.T. It follows that the indexed 
family (Ps)scl admits a supremum in ~r(O), which is equal to T: hence (~r(O), <<. ) 
is complete. [] 
Moreover, for any pair P and Q in ~r(O), we have ~(P  V Q)= (P1 u Q1 ,P2 u Q2,..., 
Pr-l U Qr-l ), where the P/'s and Qi's are defined by (2.3). From (2.8), it follows that 
(PVQ)°=(PIUQ1)=P~NQI= U PJN U QJ=P°NQ °. 
1 <~j<~r--I 1 <~j<~r--1 
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This is formula (2.10) for i=0 .  For 1 <~j<~r- 2, from (2.8) we get 
(P V Q)] = [(P v O)j] N [(P v O)i+l )] = (Pj u Q]) N (P/+l n Qj+l) 
= (~ nPj+l n Qj<)  u (Qi n Qj+l nP]< ). (2.13) 
By (2.8) again Pj-NPj+I =PJ  and Qj n Q]+l =Qi .  Hence, by (2.13) 
This is (2.10) with l<~j<~r-  2. For the case j=r -  1, we have (PVQ)" I=  
P,--I UQ~_I =u -1 uQ r-1. So that (2.10) is true for all cases. An analogous proof is 
available for (2.11). [] 
Remark 2.3.1. We have proved that 
(P V Q)O = pO f3 QO, 
(pVQ)r  l=pr - lUQr  1. 
(P A Q)0 = p0 u Q0, 
(PAQy 1 =pr - I  f-.ior-1. 
(2.14a) 
(2.14b) 
(2.14c) 
(2.14d) 
Moreover, since ~ is a lattice isomorphism from (~(f2), ~< ) onto ( r -  1 )(f2), ~< ), 
its restriction ~1 to the respective centers is a boolean isomorphism from c~(f2) onto 
A~(K2). Since At(f2) is isomorphic to ~(f2) under the mapping ~b(A)= "A", it follows 
that cg~(f2) is isomorphic to ~(f2); on the other hand, an r-ordered partition P is 
complemented in ~'~(f2) if and only if ~(P)  -- (£'1, P2 .. . . .  E -  l ) E Ar(f2), i.e. there exists 
A C 12 such that P, =Pj =A for every i,j. From (2.8) it then follows that: 
pO = ft, pi =13 for 1 <<. i <<. r - 2, p~- I = A. 
So that P is the quasi set (-/],13 . . . . .  0,A) (2.15). 
Conversely, it is clear that for every quasi set P, there exists some A in f2 such that 
P has the form (2.15). For every A C I2, from now on we denote by 'A' the quasi 
set (~i,13 .. . . .  13,A) (or sometimes ('A')r). Using formulas (2.14a)-(2.14d), it is easily 
verified that the mapping 7J :~(f2)--+ (g~(f2):A ~ 'A '= 7~(A) is the desired boolean 
isomorphism (~ = ~b0~[ -1) and that 
~( 'A ' )  = "A" for every A C f2 (2.15a) 
Theorem 2.4. For P -  i - (P  )o~i~<r-I in ~r(f2), let ~(P) be the r-tuple defined by 
(3 (P ) ) i=P  r - l - i  for O~i<~r-  1. (2.15b) 
Then ~ is an involutive lattice duality of  ~(12). 3(P) is called the dual of P. 
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Proof. P being an r-ordered partition, so is (pr-l-i)o<<i<~r_ 1 =6(P). Clearly, 6 is 
involutive. Recall now (Theorem 1.2) there is some involutive duality d on ( r -  1 )(O) 
defined by 
(d(P))i=Pr_i for l<~i<.r- 1 (1.2). 
Let Z=~- I (d (~(P) ) ) .  We compute Z i. On the one hand, we have by (2.3): 
(~(P))i =P,- (l<~i<~r- 1) so that [d(~(P))]j=(Pr-j) for l~j<<.r- 1 and on other 
hand, Z=~- l (d (~(P) ) )  is defined by formulas (2.8): 
We first have Z ° = [d(~(P)] l = P~- l = U-  i. Moreover, for 
1 <<.j<<.r - 2 Z j : (d(~(P))j A(d(~(P))j+I 
=Pr--jner--j--~ = U PsO U P', 
r--j<~s<~r--I r--j--l <~t<~r--1 
U PsN ~ pt =pr - j - l .  
O<~s<~r--j--I r--j--l <~t<<.r--I 
Hence, ZJ =pr- l - j  = (6 (p) ) j  for O<<.j<~r - 2. 
Moreover, Z ~-1 =d(~(P) ) r - l  =PI----P °. So that z J=(f (P)) J  for every j. Hence, 
6(P) = Z. We then have 
d(~((P v O))) = d(~(P) v ~(Q)) 
= d(~(P))/~ d(~(Q)), 
so that 
6(P V Q) = ~-~[d(~(P V Q))] 
= ~--1 [d(~(P))]/~ -1 [d(~(Q))] = 6(P)/~ 3(Q). 
There exists analogous proof for the conjunction. [] 
Remark. For quasi-sets, we have 6('A')= 'A'. 
Theorem 2.5. ~r(f2) is a Heyting algebra. 2 
Proof. The proof is by isomorphism. For any given pair P and Q of r-ordered parti- 
tions, inequation 
PAX<.Q (2.16) 
is equivalent to ~(P)A ~(X)~<~(Q). By Theorem 1.3, this is equivalent to: ~(X)~< 
(~(Q) ] ~(P)), equivalent to: y ~< ~- l  [(~(Q) i ~(p))]. Hence (2.16) admits a greatest 
solution in ~(f2). Using the same notation (Q[P) as in ( r -  1)(~), we denote 
(QIP) = ~- I [ (~(Q)  I~(P))  ] (2.17) 
for any pair P and Q of r-ordered partitions. 
2 The result is obtained by Epstein [3] in the case of general Post algebras. In [6] we explicitly compute the 
disjunctive components of (Q I P) in an arbitrary Post algebra of order r. 
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Corollary 2.5.1. Dually, inequation P V X >~ Q admits in ~,( f2) a least solution, namely 
6(6(O) l fi(e) ). 
The proof is obvious by duality. In conclusion ~r(I2) is an inf-relative pseudo- 
complemented lattice (Heyting algebra) as well as a sup-relative pseudo-complemented 
lattice. 
Theorem 2.6. For every P in ~r(O), equation PAX =0 admits a greatest solution, 
namely the quasi-set P*= ,p0, called as the pseudo-complement of P. Moreover, the 
mapping P ~ P* is a lattice duality such that P = 0 ¢¢. P* = 1. 
Proof. Set Q- -0  in (2.16), so that we get, by (2.17), Theorem 1.4 and formulas (2.7): 
(OIP) --= ~-1  [ (~(p) ) , ]  = ~- '  ("P-~l") = ,p0, 
As in ( r -  1)(O), we put (O[P)=P* ,  so that we get 
P*=(OIP)= 'P  °'. (2.18) 
Formulas (2.14a)-(2.14d) then prove that P-~P*  is a lattice duality. Moreover 
P* = 1 ¢¢ ,P°=f2c :>P=O.  [] 
Remark 2.6.1. If P is the quasi-set P = 'A', then P* = 'A '= 5(P). 
It follows that P ~ P** is a surjective lattice homomorphism (retraction) from ~r(f2) 
onto cgr(f2). We have P** = ,p0, so that if P* --- 'Z '  for some Z c f2 then P** = 'Z' .  
Theorem 2.7. Let (eo, el . . . . .  er- l )  be the r-tuple of elements of [~(f2)] k defined as 
follows for O<~i<~r- 1: (e i ) j=f2  if i= j  and (ei)j=O otherwise. Then the ei belong 
to ~( I2)  for every i and form a chain: 
0--e0 < el < .. .  < er - l= l .  
Proof. We have e i=(0 ,0  . . . . .  I2,0 . . . . .  0) for i=0 ,1  . . . . .  r -  1, so that each ei is an 
ordered partition of f2. In fact, from definition (1.2) and formulas (2.7) it is easily ver- 
ified that ~(ei )=Ei  for 1 <.i<~r- 1. Since obviously e0 = 0, it follows that the r-tuple 
(e0, el . . . . .  er-1) is a chain with r elements called as the fundamental chain in ~r(f2). 
Theorem 2.8 (Monotonic representations). For every P E g~r(f2), we have 
P= V 'Pi' Aei, (2.19) 
l<~i<~r--1 
(the Pi 's are the monotonic omponents of  P). 
Moreover, a representation such as (2.19) is unique in the following sense: 
I f  we have P --- V i ~<i ~< r-  l '~ '  A ei where the 'Xi's are (r - 1 ) quasi-sets uch that 
'X,' ~>'Xi+l' for every i, (2.19a) 
then~=P/  for every /= 1,2 . . . . .  r -  1. 
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Proof. Recall that we have already put Pi = (~(P))i hence "P i"= "(~(P))i". On the 
other hand, we have by (2.15a) 
~('Pi')="ei", so that ~('Pi '):"(~(P))i".  Now applying Theorem 1.5 to 
@(P) E (r - 1)(t2) we get 
~(P) = V "(~(P))i" Af i  : V "(~(P))i" A ~(e i ) .  
l<~i<~r-I l<~i<<.r-1 
Hence, 
~(P)= V ~( 'P i ' )A~(e i )=~ f V 'Pi' Aei I • 
1 <~i<~r--1 I. 1 <~i~r--I 
It therefore follows that P= Vl~<i~r-I 'Pi'A ei, which is (2.19). [] 
Conversely, if we have P=Vl~i<~r-I 'Xi'Aei where the 'X/s are such that 
'XF~>'X/+I' for every i, then 
~(P)= V "X/"AEi, with "X/">~"Xi+l" for every i. 
l <~i<~r--1 
By application of the converse of Theorem 1.5, we have the uniqueness property: 
"X i"="(~(P) ) i "  so that Xi = (~(P))i =Pi. [] 
Corollary 2.8.1. For every set f2 and any integer r~>2,~(f2) is a complete Post 
algebra of order r. 
Proof. ~r(f~) is a (0,1)-complete distributive lattice, endowed with a chain of r -1  
elements el ~<... ~< e~_ 1 = 1 such that every element P admits exactly one monotonic 
representation f the form (2.19) where the components 'Pi' are complemented le- 
ments verifying conditions (2.19a). This is Traczyck's [8, p. 200, Theorem 3.5] 
necessary and sufficient condition for ~r(O) to be Post algebra of order r. From 
Theorem 1.5, it then follows: 
Corollary 2.8.2. For every set f2 and any integer ~>2, ( r -  1)(Q) is a complete Post 
algebra of order r. 3 
Hence, for every k~>2, k(f2) is a Post algebra of order (k+ 1). The theory of r- 
power sets and r-ordered partitions developed in the present paper is in fact a (com- 
plete) set-theoretic realization of abstract Post algebras. From Traczyck's [8] and 
Epstein [3] (page 301 ) results it then follows that every element of a Post Algebra of or- 
der r admits another type of (unique) representation, i  a disjunctive mode. Clearly, the 
result which is true in any Post algebra can be directly applied to ~r(f2). However, in 
order that this paper be self-contained, we give the proof for below (Theorem 2.9). 
3 This result could be deduced from a general one from [4] pages 135-136. 
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Theorem 2.9 (Disjunctive representations). For ever)" P = (p i )o~i~r l E ~,(f2), we 
have 
P = V ,p i ,  A ei. (2.20) 
O<~i<~r--I 
Moreover,  a representation such as (2.20) is unique in the fo l lowing sense: 
I f  we have P= V0~<i~<r-t 'X i '  Aei  where the 'X  i' are r quasi-sets such that 
V 'X  i' = 1 and 'X i' A'X  a' = 0 fo r  i ¢ j ,  (2.20a) 
O~<i~r--I 
then X i = p i  fo r  every i = O, 1 . . . . .  r - 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8 and formulas (2.7) we have 
( ) P = V ' P i '  A ei = V V '1°:' A ei. (2 .20b)  
l<~i<~r--1 l<~i<~r--I i<~j<~r--1 
Transforming the above disjunction we get 
P= V 'P J 'A  (V  e i )  (2.20c) 
l<~j<~r 1 l<~i~j 
Since the ei's ar a chain, therefore P = Vl ,<j<r- i  'P: '  A e~. On account of e0 = 0, this 
is (2.20). [] 
Conversely, if we have P = V0<i,<~-i 'X i '  A ei where the 'X i ' s  satisfy (2.20a), put 
Z i= U X j for i=  1,2 . . . . .  r -  1. (2.20d) 
i<~j<~r 1 
The 'Zi 's are complemented elements such that 'Zi'>~'Zi+l' for every i, hence 
(Z1 . . . . .  Zr I )=ZE( r  - 1)(f2). By Theorem 1.5 we have 
Z= V "Zi"AEi  so that ~- I (Z )= V 'Z i 'Ae i .  
I<~i<~r 1 l~ i4r  l 
On the other hand, we compute ~- l (Z )  using definition (2.20a) and the same proce- 
dure as supra (relations (2.20b) and (2.20c)). We find 
~-l( z)= V 'X:' Ae/. 
l <~j<~r l 
Since e0 = 0 this implies ~- l ( z )=P hence [~- l ( z ) ] i  =pi  for every i=  0, 1 . . . . .  r -  1. 
On the other hand, we have by (2.20d) Z=(Z I  . . . . .  Z r_ l )=~(X ° . . . . .  X " - I )  so that 
(D-  I (Z)) i  = X i. Hence, X i = pi for every i = 0, 1 . . . . .  r - 1. [] 
Let r be an integer, r/> 2. From now on we denote by (r) any finite chain with r 
elements 
(r) = {a0 =0<al  < ' ' '  <ar -1  = 1}. 
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Let (r) ~ be the set of all the applications from 12 to (r). Since (r) is a finite chain and 
hence a (0, 1 )-distributive lattice, it follows that (r) ~ is naturally a complete distributive 
lattice. We therefore have 
Theorem 2.10. For every set 12 and every integer ~>2, ~r(12) /s lattice-&omorphic 
to (r) 
Consequently, Card ( ~r(12 ) ) = r card ~ = Card[( r - 1 ) (f2)]. 
Proof. For each P=(pi)o<~i<~r_lE~r((2), let ~(P)E( r )  ° defined by: (VtEI2) 
J{(P)(t) = aj ¢~ tE PJ. 
It is immediately verified that ~ff(P) is well defined on 12, and also that 
: ~r(12) ~ (r) ~ is a one to one mapping. 
Let t E 12. There exists exactly one j in {0, 1 . . . . .  r -  1} such that 
[ f (P )  V J~ff(Q)](t) = aj. 
Since (r) is a finite chain (2.21) is equivalent to [(2.22) or (2.23)] below 
(2.21) 
{[~(P)(t)=aj] and [(3i; O<.i<~j) such that ~(Q)(t)=ai]}, (2.22) 
or 
{[J{(Q)(t)=aj] and [(3i; O<~i<<.j) such that J~ff(P)(t)=ai]}. (2.23) 
Condition (2.22) is equivalent to 
[tEPJ andtE U Qi] (2.24) 
Condition (2.23) is equivalent to 
[tEQJ and tE U pi] (2.25) 
Hence, (2.21) is equivalent to 
This is the expression of (P V Q)J, on account of  conditions (2.7). We finally conclude, 
that for every t 
[~(P)  V ~(Q) ] ( t )  = aj ** t E (P V QlJ ~* [~(P  v O)](t) = aj. 
Hence J~#(P)v ~r (Q)= ~g-(p v Q). Clearly, there is an analogous proof for conjunc- 
tion, so that X is a lattice isomorphism. 
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It first follows that Card (~r(f2)) =r Cardf2. Moreover ( r -  1)([2) is isomorphic to 
(r) ° under the mapping Jdo~ -1 so that Card [(r - 1)(f2)] =r Cardl2. ~] 
Let us now remark that (r) ° is not only a distributive lattice, but also an r-Post al- 
gebra (product algebra) in which the postian normal disjunctive representation theorem 
gets naturally the following form: 
Theorem 2.11. Let H E (r) ~. Then 
H:  V H ~ AF/, 
O<~i<~r--1 
where, for every t in f2, and every i in {0, 1 . . . . .  r - 1 } 
Fi(t) = ai, 
Hi(t)  : 1 if  H( t ) :  ai, 
and 
Hi(t)  = 0 otherwise. 
The conclusions from Theorem 1.1, Corollary 2.8.1 and Theorem 2.10 can now be 
summarized in the following result: 
Theorem 2.12 (Serfati-Rudeanu4). For every set f2 and every integer r~ 2, the alge- 
bras (r - 1)(f2), ~r(f2) and (r) ~ are three copies (i.e. up to a postian isomorphism) 
of  a complete Post algebra of  cardinal r c~rd(a). 
Proof. We know that ( r -  1)(f2), ~r(O)  and (r) ~ are three complete Post algebras. It 
remains to prove that the two lattice-isomorphisms ~ and • involved in the previous 
theorems are also postian isomorphisms. Recall first that a mapping between any two 
r-Post algebras is a postian isomorphism if it is a lattice isomorphism which preserves 
the chains of constants and the disjunctive components of every element. In fact, ac- 
cording to S. Rudeanu's uggestion it is relevant o notice that any mapping f which 
is one-to-one between two Post algebras is a postian isomorphism if and only if it is 
an order-isomorphism that preserves the chains of constants. This can be easily proved 
since f satisfies: f (0 )= 0 and f (1 ) - -1 ,  therefore f preserves the complemented le- 
ments, and the disjunctive components. 5 
We have previously proved in Theorem 2.8 that ~(e i )=E l ,  so that ( r -  1)(~2) and 
~r(  O ) are postian isomorphic. 
On the other hand, let us compute ~(e i )  according to the definition of X included 
in Theorem 2.10. 
(Vt E 12) ~(e i ) ( t )  = aj ¢:>t E (ei) j. 
4 The name of S. Rudeanu must be associated to this theorem. He gave us the idea of summarizing our 
two first sections by some general result. 
5 This part of the proof was fully provided by Professor Rudeanu in his comments to this paper. 
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In fact (ei)J=O if i • j  and (ei)i=(2, so that (VtEO)ff{'(ei)(t)=ai. In other words 
~(e i )=F i  (the Fi's are the constant functions defined in Theorem 2.11), so that ~,  
which preserves the constants, is also a postian isomorphism. 
3. Interior and closure quasi-sets of an r-ordered partition. Set-free intervals 
Theorem 3.1. Let P be an arbitrary r-ordered partition of f2. There exists: 
(a) a least r-quasi-set 'E' of g2 such that P<~'E', namely, P**. (3.1) 
(b) a 9reatest r-quasi-set 'E' of f2 such that 'E' <~P, namely, pr-i ,. (3.2) 
Proof. Let ~ be the canonical attice isomorphism. We have [~('E')]i =E  and 
[~(P) ] i  =P /  for every i. 
(a) It follows that 
(3.1) ¢=> ~(P)~<~('E' )  ¢~, [PiCE for every i] ¢* P1 cE .  (3.3) 
From (2.8) we get PI = Ul~/~r_lP j=P°  and from Remark (2.16a): P** =,p0,, so 
that (3.1) admits a least solution, namely P**, called the closure quasi-set of P. 
(b) Alternatively, 
(3 .2 )¢~( 'E ' )~<~(P)  ¢~ [EcP/  for every i]¢:>ECPr-I =pr - I  (3.4) 
so that (3.2) admits a greatest solution, namely, 'U  -l ', called the interior quasi-set of 
P, also denoted by PL [-]6 
Remarks. For every P, we then have Pr ~<P ~<P** and the equalities hold if and only 
if P is a quasi-set. It follows that (W)** =Pr  and (P**)r =P**. 
From Remarks 2.3.1 and 2.6.1, it follows that 
(PvQ)** =P** vQ** and (PAQ)** =P**Q**, 
(PVQ)~/=P~'VQ ~ and (PAQf"=PTAQ ~' 
6 We gave here a very simple proof of Theorem 3.1 using direct set-theoretical properties. In his comments 
to this paper, Professor Rudeanu points out that the first part is in fact valid in the more general case of 
the Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebras. We reproduce here his complete commentary. In fact every LM-algebra 
is a double Stone lattice (Cf. Lukasiewicz-Moisil aloebras, Theorem 4.4.2, p. 214). On the other hand, 
every Stone double lattice is a pseudo complemented lattice and also a dually pseudocomplemented lattice. 
Furthermore, according to Glivenko's theorem (Cf. [1, Theorem 26, p. 130], if (L~) is a pseudocomplemented 
lattice then ** is a closure operator on L, so that the set of all closed elements in L coincide with the center 
of L. From the properties of the closure operators, it then follows that x** is the least closed element 
containing x. 
Since ~r(12) is a Post algebra, and since every Post algebra is an LM-algebra, so the first part of our 
Theorem 3.1 is valid, and also, by duality, its second part. Theorem 4.4.2 in LMA then provides the 
expression of the pseudo complement • and the dual pseudo complement, from which it is easy to construct 
• * and its dual y of our Theorem 3.1. 
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SO that both P ~ P** and P ~ P;' are lattice homomorphisms from ~r(P), onto its 
center. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A and B be any two subsets of (2 such that A C B. In order that 
an r-ordered partition (P = (pi) 0 <~ i <~ r - 1 ), be such that 
'A'=PV and 'B '=P**  (3.5) 
it is necessary and sufficient hat 
(a) p0 =3,  (b) pr- l  =A, (c) (p1 . . . . .  pr-2)E~r_2(~nB). 
Consequently, the set of all the r-ordered partitions verifying (3.5) has the cardinal 
(r - 2) Card(A n B). 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, P must verify pr-1 =A and p0=B. 
Such a choice is possible: since ACB, it follows that U-1 nP°=0.  
The ( r -  2)-tuple (p1,p2, . . . ,pr-2)  of the remaining components i then an arbitrary 
( r -  2)-ordered partition of P°UPr - l ,  that is BAN. The cardinality result then 
follows from Theorem 2.10. [] 
Theorem 3.3. Let E be any subset of t2. The set of all the r-ordered partitions P 
such that 
P<<.'E', (3.1) 
has the cardinal r c"ra E. 
The set of all the r-ordered partitions P such that 
'E' ~<P (3.2) 
has the cardinal r card2. 
Proof. By (3.3), it follows that P<~'E' ca P1CE. Since ~ DPj+~ for every j, it 
follows that P fulfills (3.1) if and only if ~(P)E ( r -  1)(E). The required cardinality 
then follows from Theorem 2.10. 
Dually 
(3.2) ¢:~ 6(P)<<.f('E'). (3.6) 
On one hand, we have 6( 'E ' )= 'E', while on the other hand, by the first part of this 
theorem, the cardinality of all the 6(P)'s verifying (3.6) is r CardE. Since 6 is a one to 
one mapping, it implies the required cardinality. 
Theorem 3.4. Let P and Q be any two r-ordered partitions of f2. In order that there 
exists subsets E of 12 such that 
P ~< 'E' ~< Q, (3.7) 
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it is necessary and sufficient hat 
p0 U Q~-t = O. (3.8) 
I f  (3.8) holds, then the set of all subsets E of g2 such that (3.7) is valid has the 
cardinal 2 Card( Or - 1 npO) 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, P<~'E'c~P**CE. Also 'E'<<,Qc*EcQ r-l. So that E 
verifies (3.7) if and only if 
p---6 c E C Qr-l. (3.9) 
Consequently, a necessary and sufficient condition for (3.7) to be consistent is 
po cQr- l .  Equivalently, P°uQr-1  =f2. This is (3.8). Moreover, it follows from 
(3.9) that for any solution E of (3.7) there exists exactly one HE~(Q r-l - po)= 
:~(Qr-i np0) such that E=P ° UH. From this the required cardinality follows. 
Definition 3.1. Let P and Q be two r-ordered partitions of f2 such that P<~Q. We say 
the interval [P, Q] is set-free if it contains no quasi-sets. We have 
Theorem 3.5. Let P and Q be any two r-ordered partitions of f2 such that P <<. Q. In 
order that the interval [P, Q] be set-free it is necessary and sufficient hat 
I <~i<~r--2 i<~j<<.r--2 
Proof. In order that [P, Q] contains no quasi-set, it is necessary and sufficient, on 
account of Theorem 3.4, that (3.8) be false. Equivalently, 
m 
P° NQr-I :/:0. (3.11) 
We have p0 n Qr-1 = [Ul <~i<~r--I pi] n [U0~<j~<r-2 Qi], so that (3.11) is equivalent to 
m = U pi n U Q J] # O. 
1 <~i<~r--I D<~j<~r--2 
(3.12) 
On the other hand, on account of (2.6), condition P<<.Q is equivalent to 
i=1 O<~j<~r--2 ] 
u  in(o 0 
[ <~i<~r--2 O<~j<~i--I 
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Introduce in A the expression of B, so that 
that is 
A:[ r u o,]u[ u  n(u 
O<~j<~r--2 1 <~i~r--2 O<~j<~i--I 
Recall [P, Q] is set-free if and only if A ~ 0 and B = 0. These conditions are clearly 
equivalent to B=0 (i.e. P<<,Q) and (3.10) supra. 
4. Rings of r-ordered partitions 
Theorem 4.1. 7 Let P = (pi )o4i<~r_ 1 and Q = (Q i )o4 i<r_ l  be two r-ordered partitions 
of O. We define 
and 
(p®Q)i= U (PSNQ t) (4.1) 
s+t~--i [mod r] 
(p®Q) i= U (pSNQt)  • (4.2) 
s.t~i [mod r] 
Then ® and ® are two internal laws on ~r(f2), such that (~r(f2), @, ®) is a com- 
mutative rin9 with a unit of characteristic r. Moreover, if r is a prime integer, then 
pCr )=p®p. . .®p=p for every P (4.2.1) 
(in other words (~r(~2), @, ®) is an r-ring). 
Proof. On the chain (r} of ~r(O), we first define a sum @ and a product ® as follows 
ei @ ej : ei+j [rnod r] and  ei @ ej : ei.j [mod r]. 
It follows that ((r),@,®) is a commutative ring with a unit of characteristic r, iso- 
morphic to Z/r. Z. The multiplicative (resp. additive) unit element is el (resp. e0). In 
a second step, for any pair ( f ,  9) of applications from 0 to {r), we define f ® g and 
f®9 by 
(VtEf2) ( f  ®g) ( t )=f ( t )@9( t )  and ( f  ®9) ( t )=f ( t )®g( t ) .  
7 We gave in (Serfati (1973)) a much more complicated proof of an equivalent result in general Post algebras. 
Ch. H, Anneau Postien, p. 38, Theorem 14. 
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It follows immediately that ((r)°,@,®) is also a commutative ring with a unit of 
characteristic r. The additive (resp. multiplicative) unit element is e0 (resp. el) such 
that e0(t)=e0 (resp. e~(t)=el)  for every tel2. We have proved in Theorem 2.10 that 
the mapping JW:~r(O) ~ (r) ~ is a lattice isomorphism, hence it is one to one. We 
will now constitute o,~ as a ring isomorphism in the following way: for any pair (P, Q) 
of r-ordered partitions of f2, we define P @ Q and P @ Q by: 
P @ Q = j{ -~( J / (p )  @ ~(Q) ) ,  (4.3) 
P ® Q = oYF-t(jt~(p) ® J{(Q)). (4.4) 
On one hand ((r) ~, @, ®) is a commutative ring with a unit of characteristic r; on 
the other hand o,U is an one-to-one mapping: from (4.3) and (4.4) it is immediately 
verified that (~r(f2), @, ®) is also a commutative ring with a unit of characteristic r [the 
multiplicative (resp. additive) unit element being el (resp. e0)]. From the same relations, 
it also follows that Off is a ring-isomorphism from (~r(I2), ~, ®) onto ((r} ~, ®, ®). We 
now compute the components (P • Q)i and (P @ Q)i. 
Let zEI2. There exists exactly one j in {0, 1 . . . . .  r - 1} such that 
[J{'(P @ Q)](z) = [iF(P) @ o,U(Q)](z) = ej. (4.5) 
(4.5) is equivalent to 
J f  (P)(z) @ 4f  (Q)(z) = ej (4.6) 
There exists exactly one pair (s,t) in {0, 1 . . . . .  r -  1} such that zEP  s and z6Q t, or 
equivalently such that 
JY'(P)(z) = es and o,Y'(Q)(z) = et. (4.7) 
Hence (4.6) is satisfied if and only if es @ et = ej, and occurs if and only if s + t - 
j [modr]. Hence (4.6) is valid if and only if there exists (s, t) in {0, 1 . . . . .  r -  1} with 
s + t - j [modr]  such that zEpsnQt: that is zE  Us+t~jpsnQ t. 
Hence, 
zE U pSNQ t ¢# [oU(POQ)](z)=ej ~,zE(P@Q) j, 
s+t~j 
so that 
U pSNQt=(POQ)  j" 
s+t=j 
This proves that formulas (4.1) actually define the disjunctive components of the 
ring sum (P @ Q). Analogous proof is available for (4.2). 
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I f  r is a prime integer, then relation x = x .x . . .x  (r t imes) holds for every x in 
Z/r. Z and hence on (r) ~, and hence on ~r(~2). [] 
Corol lary 4.1.1. Denoting by (~P)  the ring difference of  P (reciprocal of  the ring 
additive law), we have (~P)J = (p)r-j[modd 
Proof.  Since the ring characteristic is r, we have (~P)= ( r -  1 )P for every P. Also, 
[ ( r -  1 ) .P ] J=  U ps= U ps=p(r-j)[modr] 
(r-- I )s--j [rood r] -s~--i [mod r] 
Theorem 4.2. For any pair (P, Q) of r-ordered partitions, we have 
(P=Q)  ¢* U (PSNQS) =f2. 
0~<s~<r-I 
Proof.  (P = Q) ¢v P ® (,,oQ) = 0 ¢:~ [P • (,,~Q)]0 = f2. We have 
(p  ® (~Q))0  = U (PSN(~Q)t)  = U (P"NQ r-t ) 
s+t-o [mod r] s+t=-0 [mod r] 
= U (P'NQr+s[m°dd) = U (P'~NQ"). 
O<~s<~r--1 O~<s~r--1 
From which the required result follows. ~] 
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